Universal Grab-and-Go
Bed Frame Assembly Instructions

Parts Included

- Bed Frame Rails - 4
- Middle Connector - 2
- Center Rails - 2
- Nylon Glides - 2
- Stem Glides - 4
- Plastic Sockets - 4
- End Caps - 2
- Bolts - 8
- Nuts - 8
- Plug Locks - 4

Instructions

Step 1
Swing out cross arms on side rails. Slotted brackets should be at the head of the bed.

Step 2
Overlap side rails and attach with bolt and nut. Tighten with wrench. Repeat on other side.

Step 3
Slide sockets into 4 inserts on legs of side rails. Insert stem glides into sockets.

Step 4
Slide end caps over the foot ends of the side rails.
**Step 5**  
**FOR TWIN, FULL, OR QUEEN** - Select the keyholes for the size of your bed. Insert rivet buttons on cross arms into selected keyholes. Slide arms away from each other to lock the position. Then insert plug lock into keyhole at the end of the overlap. Repeat on the other side of the bed.

**FOR KING OR CALIFORNIA KING** - Choose the keyholes on the middle connector for the size of your bed. Insert rivets on cross arm into selected keyholes, and insert rivets on middle connector into last (Queen) keyholes of side arm. Slide into place, then insert plug locks into keyhole at each end of the overlap. Repeat at other end of the bed.

**Step 6**  
Slide glides over the legs on the center rail.

**Step 7**  
Position center rails in the middle of the bed frame. Overlap open ends of center rail and attach with bolt and nut. Secure each end of center rail to bed frame with bolt and nut. Tighten with wrench. Center rail can be used for all sizes.